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Abstract. Many different definitions for LIP(k) grammars exist in the literature. One of these 
definitions is chosen and many important implications are drawn from it. In particular, the LR(k) 
characterization theorem provides valuable information about chains of derivations. The LR(0) 
languages are then characterized by acceptance by deterministic pushdown automata with a 
special t&mination condition, by a condition on the strings in the language, and set theoretically. 
Important closure properties of the LR(0) languages and a related class of languages are then 
examined. ‘I%ese are used to examine some decidability questions relating to the class of LR 
languages. One of these questions is shown to be equivalent to the equality problem for 
determinisrlc pushdown automata. 
A survey of other LR(k) definitions is given and the exact differences are characterized. On the 
basis of this analysis, justification for the choice of definition used here is provided. 
1. Introduction 
LR(k) grammars and languages were introduced about a decade ago [ 151. They 
were claimed to be an exact counterpart o deterministic ontext free languages [S] 
and so it was immediately clear that they were a theoretically important family. 
Moreover, it wgs claimed that this was the largest class of grammars for which left- 
to-right bottom up deterlministic parsing was possible. Because of this, there has 
been a great deal of work in this area. These grammars and languages play an 
important role in Computer Science textbo&s in the area. Cf. [I] and its many 
references and citations lo this subject. 
The present paper is the first of a series of related papers. In the present paper, 
we shall compare most of the commonly used definitions of LR(k) grammars and 
ercnces will be characterized. The major differences occur when k = 0 
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and so the family of LR(0) languages will be characterized in three very different 
and very striking ways. On the basis of all of the results given here, it will be argued 
that our definition is rhe most natural one for LR(k) grammars. The evidence given 
here for that thesis is convincing and a sequel [7] to this papei: which considers the 
parsers strengthens r:he argument even more. 
The characterizations of LR(0) languages, along with closure results that are 
proven for LR(0) languages, are used to prove that deciding whether a determinis- 
tic language is LR(O) is equivalent o deciding the equivalence of deterministic 
pushdown automata. It is quite surprising to find this open question occurring in the 
context of LIP(O) testing. 
The paper is organized in the following manner. You are now reading Section 1 
which will conclude with some of the notation the reader must endure. Section 2 
gives our definition of LR(R) grammars and some important consequences of the 
definition such as unambiguity and the “extended LR(k) theorem”. Relations with 
other definitions of LR(L j are summarized. Section 3 gives three quite different 
characterizations of the LR(0) languages. In Section 4, closure properties of several 
families are proved and are used to deal with some decision problems. It is shown 
that one can decide if a deterministic language is strict deterministic (equivalently 
prefix free). One can decide whether or not a deterministic language is LR(0) if and 
only if one can decide if two deterministic ontext free languages are equal. 
Mathematical formalism is needed to deal with strings, sets, and context free 
grammars and languages. We use the conventional notations and shall not 
reproduce them here. Cf. Ill] for a sulnnlary asummary of our conventions. We 
shall reproduce below a few definitions which are less familiar. 
Let G = (V 2, I’, S) be a context free grammar. We define a relation 
a E V* X V* as follows. For any (Y, p E V*, a ==$+‘/3 if and only if cy = 
(~Arz, fi = CY,&LY~ and A + PI = p E P for some A E N and al, LYE, PI E V*. In 
particular, if cT1 E Z* or cy2 E Z * we write cy *E p or ac * $ p respectively. We 
may omit the p if it is not relevant. Any (Y E V* is called a (cunon~ccal) sentential 
fmn if and only i: S **a (S =$sguf). 
We heed the formal concept of a canomcal derivation. Let G -= (V, $ P, S j be a 
context free grammar and suppose that 
i, 0 s i C n, ai = a{AiXi, ai+l= CY IpiXi where CY :, pi E V*, Xi E X*, 
1 is said to be a cano~lical 
j has exactly one canonical derivation. 
e will also need the idea of a “handle”. 
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= (V, z, ) be a context free grammar and let y E V*. A 
handle of y is an ordered pair (P, i) where p E P and i 3 0 such that there exist 
A E IV, a, p E V* and w E E * such that 
(i) s + x &iw + R @@v = ‘y, 
(ii) p is A -+ @, 
t ) iii i ‘= Ig(cUp). 
ome special terminolog:~ is needed for dealing with strings. Let cy, /3 E V* be 
strings. Then cy is a prefix (s~fix) of /3 if and only if a = Py (/3 = ycy) for some 
T E V*; when ric’ A, a is a properprefix (propersz.#x) of /3. For any n 2 0, define 
%(a(“)) is the prefix (suffix) of Q! 
with length min(lg(cu), n). 
We say that a language L C Z * is prefix free if (Y E L and cwp E L implies’ 
/3 = A. 
We wish to perkrm certain operations on languages. For L C C *, we say that 
min(L) = {x E L 1 there does not exist a y E 2’ such that xy E L} 
and 
max(i)={zEL(there does not exist an xEZ*, y&Z+ 
such that xy = r}. 
Let X, Y c 2”. Then XY’, the quotient of X with Y, is defined 9s follows: 
XY-’ = {x E 2” 1 there exists a y E Y such that xy E X}. 
It will also be necessary to have the terminology to deal with deterministic 
pushdown automata, cf. [l, 8, 9, 111. 
efinition 1.2. PA deterministic pushdown automaton (abbreviated DPLI 
tuple 
, s, 6: 6, qo, zo, l-9 
Q is a finite nonempty set, C and r are two alphabets, qOE 
and 6 is a partial function 
6: u(A})U=+, 
’ A denotes the null string. 
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&ion 1.3, Let M == (Q, C, 1; 6, qo, &, F) be a DPDA and let 2 = 
Q x X* x lr*. The yield rekrtion of M, t- E 22 X 9 is defined as follows: For any 
i&EC.& aEZu{A), wEs*, a, p TV r* and 2 E I’, (4, ww, cuZ) t- (@, w, afi) if 
and only if S(q, Q, Z) = ((1 ‘, p). A s in the case of derivations we have I-* for yields in 
0 or more steps, I-” fos yields in 1 or more steps, and, for pa a 0, t-” for yields in n 
steps. 
We now endow a DPDA 
over its input alphabet. 
with an ability to define, or accept, languages 
nition ~4. Let M = (Q, 2, f9 6, qo, 25, F). IFor a given K C I’* define the 
language T(M, K) C C* as follows: 
In particufar let 
To(M) = T(M, I- *), 
T,(M) =, TI(M, I”‘).. 
T2(M) =z T(M, ai;. - 
For i = 0, 1,2, let Ai = { ~(l’bf) 1 M is a DPDA}. By [l l] A2 is the family of strict 
deterministic languages, while QO is the collection of deterministic languages, cf. [9, 
111. Al has only been briefly studied in 111 l- A2 is a particularly important family; 
among other reasons, each L E A0 can be mapped into A2 by “endmarking”, i.e. 
L-, L$ [ll, 12, 131. 
The reader will soon discover that our definitions and results are quite technical. 
In order to keep the size of the present paper under control, it has been necessary 
to delete proofs or merely sketch the arguments. Full proofs may be obtained by 
writing to the authors or by consulting [4]. 
(k) grammars and some basic consequences 
erent definitions of LR(k) grammars have been given in the literature 
[l, 15. 17, Yg]. We will start this section with our definition. A number of basic 
implications of the definition are develope’d. First, it is observed that LR(k) 
grammars are unambiguous. The definition of LR(k) is extended to certain cross 
ctions of derivation trees and a useful result, called the extended LR(k) theorem, 
ur definition is then compared to other definitions which have been 
(Ug rammar. efinition is the same 
ite: similar to e one provided in [IS]. 
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There are however several differences between the present defini:ion and [HI. In 
our definition, we have excluded S _g S, and we also have not included 
endmarkers. 
Definition 2.1. Let k 2 0 and G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar 
such that S +L $ is impossible in G. G is M(k) if for each w, w’, x E Z*; 
~,cx,,~‘,@,~‘E V*; A,A’EN, if 
(i) S z+~~Aw &!Pw = yw, [that is, yw has handle (A * p, Ig(a@))], 
(ii) S=+ga!‘A’x +&P)x =yw’, [that is, yw’ has handle (A’-rp’, 
Isc(h ‘P ‘))I9 
(iii) tb)W = (k)w’, 
then 
(iv) (A + P, Ig(a@ )) = (A ’ -+ P’, lgb ‘B 9). 
The conclusion in the definition, that is (iv), has several implications. 
(1) I3y the definition of equality of ordered pairs, we have A = A’, p =1= p’, and 
lg@P) = lg(a ‘P 7. 
(2) Y = (i&Y))&F a = (b(d)+@ = (k(a’@‘))a ‘p’ = a ‘p’_ Thus y = @ = &p’_ 
(3) ‘Since p = /3’, from (2) we have cy = cy’. 
(4) cy’p’x = yw’ implies cy’p’x = (Y’/~‘w’ implies x = w’. Note that :f G is 
LR(k), G is LR(k’) for all k’ 2 k. 
We shall be comparing a number of definitions which are similar to Definition 
2.1. To simplify the presentation of these definitions, let us agree to call th,.: main 
part of the definitions, parts (i) through (iv) including the quantification, the b&y of 
Definition 2.1. 
One of the properlies that we wish a grammatical class to possess, in order that it 
constitute a useful class of parsing, is unambiguity. We show that the LR(k) 
grammars are unambiguous. Although this result is claimed in [15, 18], their proofs 
are incorrect as will be seen later. We begin with two lemmas, and then present he 
proof. 
The first lemma shows that given a sentelitial form for a reduced context fr:e 
grammar, if we specify a handle by which to reduce, we uniquely determine the 
sentential form to which it will be reduced, and conversely, if ‘we specify a sententiJ1 
form to which it can be reduced, this determines aunique handle. This lemma does 
not require that the grammar be LIP(k). 
Kemma 2.2. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. Assu 
V”; w, w’E ii?+; A,A’E N 
and 
Then aAw = &A. ‘w’ if and only if 
(A + P, I&$)) = (A'-+ p’, lg(a’p’)). 
Proof. The argument is elementary and is omitted. D 
The second lemma characterizes unambiguous grammars 
Lemma 2.3. b,et 6 = ( V, X, P, S) be a reduced context free 
in terms of handles. 
grammar. Then G is 
unambiguous if and only if every canonical sentential” form has exactly one handle 
except S, which has none. 
Proof. The argument is omitted. q 
Now .we shill apply these results to verify that every LR(k) grammar is 
unambiguous. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be an LR (k) grammar, k 2 0. Then C is 
unum biguous. 
Proof. The argument is a straightforward application of Lemma 2.3 and is 
omitted. El 
The following lemma tells us xhen a grammar is not LR(R). 
lemma is often useful in proofs by contradiction. 
Cunsequently the 
Lemma 2.5. Let k 2 0 and G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar such 
that S + & S is impossible in G. G is not LR (k) if and only if there exist 
w,w’,x~Z*; A,A’EN; y’,y,~&,P,p’E V* such that 
0 i 
0 ii . . . 
( ) 111 
( ) iv 
0 V 
roof. 
S=++xAw +&@w = yw, 
S =+:tx’A’x =+&/3’x = y’x = yw’, 
(&)I+’ Z.E (k)vp’, and 
(A + ip, &(a@)) Z (A ‘-+ p’, Ig(cQ’)) with 
lg(cu ‘p ‘) =: lg(aP ). 
Simply negate the definition. If (v) is not satisfkxl then the (i) and (ii) can be 
reversed so that it is satisfied. III 
will be extremely clasr; of 
)g ramnnar. 
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Theorem 2.6. (Extended LR(k) theorem). Suppose G = (V, C, P, S) is QM LR(k) 
grammar arod there exist at F V*; x,, x2, w F C* such that 
(9 S*Zaxl*+Rwxlr 
(ii) S =+ t; wx2, 
( ) iii (k)x I = (k) x2, 
(iv) xl # A, k > 0, OY k = 0 and there exists no x E ;F * such that Sx is a sentential 
form of G with a handle whose second component is I,* 
then 
(v) s * x cYx2=3 ‘; wx*. 
roof. We assume for the sake of contradiction that (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) hold, but 
not (v). Suppose eux+>~ wxt is a derivation of n steps, where n a 1, by the 
(unique) derivation 
ax1 = #“Xl =s a,-1x1 +s l - - ;-z a1xt = WX] 
R R R 
with cui E V*, for 16 i < n. Let m be the number of steps in the derivation 
S =+& wx2, and let t = min(m, n). 1 
Now, suppose that the last t steps of the derivation S ++R wx2 are 
cu: * cu:-I =+ .** * cu:= wx2 *- 
R R R 
for some Cyi E V*, for 1 G i G P. 
Claim. There exists some 1 s T such that ar; # ar1x2. 
Proof. By contraaiiction. Suppose cy i = aix2 for all I < r. 
Case 1. r <=: n.Then QI: = cyrx2 =S. Thus a, = S and x2 = A. Since (k)~I = Ik)x2 we 
must have k = 0 or x1 = A. If x1 = A then S + G S which contradicts t
= 0. However, we know that CY,+~X~ _ R @,x1 = SxI. The 
handle of SXi has second component I, contradicting (iv). 
Case 2. r = n. Again cu: = ar,x2. We have S _ g a!: = 0,x2 = anx2 = 
cyx2 +fR WX~. But this is (v), which is assumed to be false. Thus, we have a 
contradiction and the Claim is established. 
Now ?et .m be the smallest positive integer satisfying our claim. Clearly m > 1, 
since 4x i = wx2 = alx2. 
Now, we kqcjv that there ex st ci,di’,p,pE v*; A,A’E 
that 
-1 = amsIx from our 
* In most cases, we will use the fact that x2 # A. The other possibilities are useful in studying other 
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Now let y = @. We get 
(i) S =+ g EAyxl* dp3x1 = yyxt, 
(ii) S **RCPz ~R&tf?;: = yyX2. 
Nmv “3, = %2 implies (k)yX1 =(k)~l~2. Since G is LR(L), we have 
(A 4 j3$lg(ii&) = (ii’ 4 fit, lg(ii’p’)). 
F’rom (i,i) a A = 6 ‘A’z, and using the equality of handles, we have p = p’, A = A tI 
and thus 6’ = 6 and z = yx2. Thus CUA = 6AyX2 = ~,,JZ. But this contradicts our 
assumption that a& # ar,x2. El 
Now we examine other definitions for LR(k) grammars which have been used in 
the literature. There are two definitions which entail extending the original 
grammar by adding an “initial production”. The: first is the definition used in [l]. 
The second involves adding an cndmarker [El. Finally, we examine a definition 
given in 1173 that has been u.sed in work on topdown parsing. For each of these 
three definitions, we shall examine the classes of grammars and languages 
generated by these definitions. It turns out that these investigations usually require 
that we discuss the cases k > 0 and k = 0 separately. We shall conclude tliis section 
with a chart of the relationships between the various classes of grammars and 
languages., 
The original definition of LR(k) grammars [IS] differed from Definition 2.1 in 
not excluding derivations of the form S =+ & S. That definition allowed ambiguous 
grammars like 
to be called LR(0). Salomaa [18] noted this and excluded S 4 S as a rule from his 
definition of LR(k) grammars. But as Graham pointed out, that did not solve the 
problem as grammars like 
S4A, A 4S a, I 
satisjfied the new definition and were still ambiguous. Clearly the ambiguity 
problem can be disposed of forever by excluding all derivations of the form 
s + s. 
R 
LR(Q grammars are defined in [l] by adding a produlction S’4 S to the original 
grammar. The purpose of adding a production S-i- ,S to the grammar was to 
si,mplify the termination condition of the parsers for grammsr; in this class, and to 
insure unambiguity. By using this d&nition, the parser will halt in an accept state if 
’ is performed. The same effect might have been 
n the right han side of any production ruPc in an 
eduction to S woul signify an accept state or an 
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error condition. We shall show in the sequel [7] that by slightly altering the 
termination condition, these restrictions are not necessary. 
We now present the definition from [l]. 
Definition 2.7. Let k 3 0 and G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. 
Define the augmented grammar G’ = (V’, 2, P’, S’) where V’ = V W {S’} and 
P’= P U {S’-+ S}, where S, a symbol not in V, is our new starting symbol. G is said 
TV be ALR(k) (augmented LR(k)) if and only if G’ satisfies the body of Definition 
We will show that the class of LR(k) grammars is at least as large as the class of 
% LR(k) grammars. Later, we shall show that the inclusion of classes is proper. 
Lemma 2.8. Let G = (V, 25, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. FOP each 
k 20, if G is ALR(k) then G is LR(k). 
Proof. The argument is straightforward and is omitted. U 
In the next resu’lt, vwe show the converse of Lemma 2.8 for all k 2 1. 
Lemma 2.9. LH G = f V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammnr. If G is LR (k) 
for some k 3 1 then G is ALR (k). 
Proof. The proof is a tedious but simple case analysis in which the canonical 
sentential forms are e::amined. Details are omitted. q 
Combining the resujlts for grammars leads to 
Lemma 2.10. The classes of LR(k) and ALR(k) grammars are co-extensive for all 
k 21. 
Our results show that the class of ALR(k) grammars is contained in the class of 
!.,R(k) grammars for k a 0 and.we have equality for k 2 1. But there remains the 
possibility that the definition of ALR(0) grammars is more restrictive than the 
I.R(O) definition. This turns out to be the case. We now characterize the ALR(0) 
grammars in terns of LR(0) gram 
,emma 2M. If G = ( V, 2, P, S) is LR (0) and S + i SW is impossible in G for any 
NJ E 2i + then G f.s AL 
omitted. 0 
t is a case study on canorlical sentential forms and is 
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The r’dowing lemma shows that ALR(0) grammars cannot be left recursive on S. 
2. Let G z=(V) X, P, S) be an ALR (0) grammar. For any w E Z*, 
S =$B & SW is impossible in GI 
Proof. The argument is straightforward. 0 
The following theorem characterizes the class of ALR(R) grammars and is a 
summary of the previous lemmas. 
heorem 2.13. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. 
(i.) For k > 0, G is an LR (k) grammar if a?fd only if G is an ALR (k) grammar. 
(iii) G is an ALR(0) grammar if and oslrly if G is an LR (0) grammar and 
S a i SW is impossible in G for any w E 27. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 2.10, Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 
2.12. I3 
A concrete example of an LR(0) grammar which is not ALR(Oj is 
S+Sa \a. 
We now study the class of ALR(0) languages. 
L C X * is an ALR (0) language if and o&y if L is strict deterministic. 
roof. Assume that L is an ALR(0) language. Thus there exists an ALR(0) 
grammar G = (V, & P, S) with L = L(G). Assume for the sake of contradiction 
that L is not strict eterministic. Since L is deterministic, it must fail to be prefix 
free. Thus there exist x E Z*, y E Z’ such that 
(i) S +%S =$Xx, 
(ii) S *f; xy, 
and 
(iii) “(A) = “(y) = A. 
Since 6;; is 
(Theorem 2.6), we have 
. . 
(0) by Lemma 2.8. y the extended LR(L) theorem 
this contradicts T 2.13. ‘Thus L is strict deterministi 
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Cooollary. The class of AL (0) languages is properl;? contained in the class 
LR (0) languages. 
Proof. This is a direct result of the theorem and the fact that there are 
languages (like a+) which are not prefix free. Q 
Instead of extending our grammar with the production S’--+ S, we might extend 
our grammar with the production S’-+ S$, where $ is an endmarker, a symbol not 
in our original grammar. For k > 0, this corresponds to the definition of an LR(k) 
grammar in [15]. The only difference iis that [15] allows for 1~ endmarkers, whereas 
we only allow one. We have eliminated the necessity for k endmarkers by also 
defining % for lg(x) < k. 
The addition of an endmarker makes the termination configuration for the parser 
even simpler than using the condition from [I]. By adding an endmar 
termination condition becomes the reading of the endmarker. 
We now define $LR(k) grammars. 
S. Let k a 0 and G = (V” 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. 
Define the $-augmented grwvnar G’ = (V’, Z”, P’, S’) where V’ = V U (9, $1, 
is’= 2 u{$,‘, P’= PU(S + S$}, where S’ and $ are new symbols not in V. G is 
said to be $LR(k) if and only if G’ satisfies the body of Definition 2.1. 
For k 3 I, the relationship between $LR(L) and LR(k) grammars is simple. 
Theorem 2.16. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a context free grammar. For each k a 1, G is 
. 
$LR (k) if and only if G is El?(k). 
Corollary. I%9r any k 2 1, L is a $LR(k) language if and only if L is an (k) 
language. 
We now ow, as in the ALR(0) case, that the class of 
properly contained in the class 
To characterize the class of $L 
pathological production. 
(0) gra rs is 
an 
or (ii) there exists an A E IV, .,W E E * sprch that 
p=(A+A) :’ 
and 
S 5 SAW’ :=+ SW. 
.3 R 
Pathological productions can be characterized in the following manner. 
Lemma 2.18. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. Then G has 
no pathological productions if and only if there exists PW w E 2 * such that SW is a 
sentential for-m nf G with a handle whose second component is I. 
Prwf. The argument is quite easy and is omitted. 0 
Now pathological productions can be related to $LR(O) grammars. 
Lenlma 2.19. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. 
$LR(O) if and ?nly if it is LR (0) and haa: no puthokbgical productions 
rorot. The argument is a more-or-less straightforward application 
lemma!3 and techniques. q 
The following theorem characterizes the class of $LR grammars. 
Then G is 
of earlier 
Thmrem 2.20. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. 
(i) For k > 0, G is a $LR(k) grammar if and only if G is an LR (k) grammar. 
(ii) G is a $LR(O) grammar if and only if G is WI LR(O) grammar and has no 
pathological production. 
of. Follows directly from Theorem 2.16 and Lemma 2.19. Cl 
A concrete example of an LR(0) grammar which is not a $LR(O) grammar is 
+ Ab, 
A+SIb. 
The: following theorem characterizes the class of $LR(O) languages. 
G * is a (4) Ianguage if and! olr.1~ if L is QPE L
is 
ection 3 as well as those in [iI] 
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are used together with a lemma from the present section. The details are 
omitted. U 
It is possible to prove the following result which is stated without proof here. Full 
details are i-ken in [4]. The result indicates why t se special productions are called 
pathological. 
rem 2.22. AE LR (0) grammar can have at most one pathological production. 
Finally, we discuss a definition for LR(k) grammars which originated in [ 171. The 
definition is reminiscent of the extended LR(0) theorem, in that it considers 
derivations of arbitrary length,. whereas other definitions of LR(k) are basically 
concerned with single steps in a derivation sequence. The definition is also unusual 
in that it considers entential forms which are not canonical. 
An incorrect proof is presented in [16] that the new definition is equivalent o the 
LR(k) definition of [15]. That is immediately false because of ambiguity considera- 
tions but other problems exist as well. We shall further show that even if we 
eliminate ambiguous grammars from the definition of [15], namely, if we use our 
LR(k) defizrition, that the LR(k j and L,R(k) classes of grammars till do not 
correspond. 
We behin by giving the definition from [17]. 
Definition 2.23. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced context free grammar. Then G 
is LLR(k) if and only if 
(a) G is unambiguous and, 
(b) for all wI, w2, w3, w3E X*, A E N, if 
(i) S +* W&C+* w1~+93, 
(ii) S * * w1w2WS, 
and 
( ) iii (“w3 = (k)W!& 
then 
(iv) S ** WI/M. 
We first show that if a grammar is $LR(k), it is also LL 
S)bea 
is LLR(k) 
emma 2.18 and emma 2.13 we have 
24 or 
= 8 and there exists no x E * such that S is a sentential form in G 
whose second component is 1. 
y (i) there exists an a E V* such that 
wIw2w3, 
wwhere at =-4,g w1 a * 
+ R w2, (i’), (ii), (iii), (iv) and the extended LR(k) 
g WAW 4, so (i’) and (v) give us S + * wlAw :. Thus G is 
e zanaot show that every LR(0) grammar is LLR(O), in fact, we can later give a 
counterexampie to this statement. However, it folfo*ws immediately from Theorem 
2.23 that every LR(0) grammar is LLR(l). 
. Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be an LR (0) g:ranzmar. Then G is LLR (1). 
e proof is immediate. Cl 
For k B 1, we can show that any LR(k) grammar ie an LLR(k) grammar. 
S) be atI M? (k) grammar where k 2 1. Then G 
grammar. U 
(k) grammar, where k 3 I, by The 
follows from Theorem 2.24 that 
(0) grammars are L 
exists a grammar w 
Y 2 Q, there exists a grammar which is -lx (0) ,hrt not 
ar is shear 
If we limit ourselves to A -free grammars, the class of 
same as the class of LLR(k) grammars rs”or any k a 0. 
l LAG = (V, .E, P, S) be a reduced’ CG o&yxt free A -free grammar. Then 
if and only if 5; is 
. iassume that G is $L (k ). Then by Theorem 2.24, 
ulrambiguous, 
that G is not 
There exist 
assume that G is LLR(k).‘We 13-s% +tow that G is LR(k). Since G is 
S ++RS is impossible in G. Asiurne for the sake of contradiction1 
LK(k). By Lemma 2.5, we ha~z 
w3, w;, x E x*, y, a, a’, p, @‘,E v-, , A’ E N such that: 
(i) S *X aAw3 * Ip @w3 = yw3, 
(ii) S +$x’A’x =$B~cY’/~‘x = ywS, 
( ) 
iii tk) (k) 
w3= w:, 
(iv) (A --j P, W$)) # (A ‘-+ P’, k(cr!‘P’)), 
09 k(~‘P’) z= -M4 )* 
Since G is red ted and A -free, f.or some w1 E:i J$ *, w2 E .Z?, . 
(vi) CL! +E #I and p =$3gw2. 
Thus y a* wl w2. From (i) it follows that 
(i’) S ) ’ w,Aw3 +‘* wlw2k+3. 
From (ii) it follows that 
(ii’) S =+ * w,w2wS. 
Since G is LLR(k), (i), (i’), (ii’) and (iii) give US 
S=$w,Aw;~w~w,w;. 
It follows that for some a” E V”, p” E V’ 
S 5 cw”Aw: + &‘p”w: ==$B CY’W~W: r, w,w2w;. 
R R R R 
We now consider this derivation (ii), na 
* * 
S w,wzw;. 
Now, consider the unique tree in which .~ylj3/Y’W: =,a * wIw'Zw3 (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. A derivation tree for case 1. 
eq. 2, we have Q! + * wf, and by eq. 1 /3”==> * w2. Since d& # A, and G is 
-free, for some w4 E X’, we have 6 _Z * w4 in t is unique tree. Therefore 
~1~2~3 which is clearly false. Therefo CY = cy” and @ = p”. Since 
CYn/Y’wj, the predecessors of these canonical sentential forms must be 
1, therefore a”Aw5 = a’A ‘x. Since A and A ’ are the rightmost variables in 
canonical sentential forms, respectively, we have a” = cy’, A = A’, and 
cup = CC/~‘, we have a’p = cy’p’, thus p = p’. + 
’ --3 fl ‘, lg(cu ‘/3 ‘)), contradicting (iv). 
Case 2 @wg precedes a”p”w& That is 
+W =$s a”Aw~ +s+ a”/T’w~ =$v d’w2wS =& wIw2w:. (3) R R R R 
. Since A is the rightmost variable in the sentential 
) E N Since PC’% N, (Y cannot be changed in the 
“~5, since A is the rightmost non-terminal 
w $, and thus must derive from ,@? 
k to Case 1, we can S~?OW that CY = a”. erefore from eq. 3 
the above derivation tn we ca ave 
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This contradicts the fact that G is wwmbiguous. 
Case 3. ~y’)3’~w: precedes 0Qw i. ere, techniques imilar to those used in the 
first two case are u$zd to reach a c tradiction. The details are omitted. 
Since Cases I, 2 and 3 were contradicted, our assumption that G is not (U is 
contradicted. Thus, G must be La(k). 
i~13 now show that G is $L (kj. If k ~0 then G is $LR(kj by Theorem 2. 
?e k = 0. Suppose G is t $LR(Oj. Since G is LR(Oj, G is unambiguous. 
2.19, G has a pathological production. We have two cases. 
~-AZ 1. There exists a T E N, S# T, w Et 2’ such that p = (T + S) and 
?’ =$+i Tw -R SW. Choose any w’ E L(G j. Then 
(ij S ++R TVU =&SW ++R W’W. 
bso 
(ii) S *g w ‘, 
arfd 
( ) iii (O)ry = (“)A = A_ 
Therefore, since G is CR(O), we have 
(iv) S+*T+*w’. 
It follows from (iv +-+ T and from (ij that T a+ S. herefore S =,s.S+ S 
This, however, gives us that G is ambiguous, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. There exists an A E IV, w E 2? such that p = (A + A ) and 
ai SAW =$E+ SW. Again, choose any w’E L(G). Then 
ii) S aLSAw =++3w +i wk. 
Also 
(ii) S a_” w’, 
and 
(iii) O(w) = (O)w’ = A. 
herefore, since G is LLR(Oj, we have 
(iv) S+*SA -a” w’. 
+ SA + S. Therefore S + + 
the unambiguity of G. •l 
, which contradicts 
e can now silow that there exist grammars which are L 
ere exists a g 
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This grammar is LR(0) d n-free, but not (0) by Theorem 2.2 it has 
pathologica! production + S. Therefore, b Ofem 2.2&G is not 
e now study the cla L ,R( k ) languages. e have shown that without 
-rules, if a grammar 3s (k) r.hen it is e shall show the equality of 
fanpage classes by providing a transformation for eliminating A-rules from 
(k) grammars. 
7. z&tG = (V,-E,P, ) be an LLR(k) grammar, k a 0. Then there exists 
(k), A-free gramriiar G’ such that L(G’) = L(G)-- {A ). 
Let G = V, Z, P, S j be an LLR(R) grammar, k 3 0. We use Theorem 1.8.1 
for eliminating A-rules from a grammar. Let the resultant grammar be 
G’= t (V ? e following claim follows from the construction. 
aE ‘* is a sentential form in Gt if and only if (Y is a sentential form in G 
oj’ the nun-terminals in ar produces solnething other than4 in G. 
y 181, L(G’)= L(G)-(A). We now show that G’ is LLR(k). 
a) Ry [S:], G’ is unambiguous ince G is unambiguous. 
(b) Assurxe that in G’ for wl, w3, w5E Z*, w2E Z’, A E IV’ 
(iJ S + * wAw3 =+ * ~1~2~3, 
(ii) S -** w1w2w$, 
we also have (i);(ii) and (iii). Since G is LLR(k), we have 
rvJ in 6. 
wz, by our claim w1.!4w~ is a sentential form in G’. Therefore in 
. Thus, G’ is LLR(C ). I3 
helps us show that by eliminating JI-rules, we can get an 
mmar for any LLR(k) grammar. 
en there exists 
es are 
0 (k ) grammars an 
language. 
eterm inistic lang 
263 
an nZy if is an 
. The 1. esult follows directly from Theore 
the class of LR(1) grammars generates the deter 
Finally we study the class of LL (0) languages. 
a . If I, C Z* is an LLR(0) language, then (0) language. 
. Assume that L = L(C), where G - (V, 
Theorem 2.29, L is a deterministic language. 
WY EX”, w E L, wx E L, y E that we have 
(i) S**S**w, 
(ii) S =+ * wx, 
and 
(iii) (‘)(A ) =c (O)x = /1. 
Since G is tL (O), (i)-(iii) give us 
Thus S + * Sx +V yx. Therefore yx E L. Thus L satisfies condition (b) for 
LR(0) languages of the LR(0) characterization theorem. Thus L is L 
language. 
6, c Z* is an LR(0) language if and only if L is an LL 
classes 
f, Let L c E * be an LR(0) language. By Theorem 2.21, L is a $LR(O) languge. 
It follows from Theorem 2.24 that L is an LLR(G) language. 
The converse is Lemma 2.30. 0 
One may summarize the results about comparison of these classes of grammars 
graphically. This is done in Fig. 2. 
roperties of (8) languages 
In this section, we shall study the class of LR(0) languages. We begin with the 
main (theorem of the section, the LR(O) language characterization theorem. Tois 
theorem gives a string characterizatioln, a machine characterization, and a set- 
theoretic haracterization of the class of LR(0) languages. This theorem has proved 
to be a very valuable result. Not only is it used extensively in later proofs, but 
condition (b) allows us to avsert hat certain sets are LR(0) languages by inspection. 
We conclude the section by showing that a well-known language is LR(0) using the 
characterization theorem. 
3.1. (LR(0) language characterization theorem). Let L C c *. The fol- 
lowing four statements ze equivalent. 
[a’) L is an LR(0) language. 
(b) L c C* is a deterministic context free language and for all x E X’, w, y E C* 
if w E L, wx E L, and y E L then yx E L. 
(c) There exists a DPDA A = (Q, 2, r, 6, qo, Zo, F) where 6;‘ = {qf} and there exists 
2” E r such that 
L = W% Zr) = T(A, rj = {w E C * 1 (4’1, w, Zo) i (qf, A, Zf)}a 
) There exist strict deterministic languages Lo and L1 such that L = L,LT. 
0 i 
s (b). We assume that G = (V, Z, 
e amme t;lat for w E Z*, x E X’, we have 
hus, we have in G the derivations 
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s -r, sx 5 yx. 
R R 
Thus yx E L which completes the proof that (a) implies (b). 
We now prove that (b) implies (c). This the most involved part of the proof of this 
theorem, since several machine constructions are involved. 
e degenerate3 languages that obey (b), namely 0 and {A ). 
efix free languages that satisfy (b). We then consider the languages that 
(b) that are not prefix free. 
ther L = 0 or L = {A}, it is easy to construct a 
_, -= T(A, Zf) for some stack symbol Zf. 
A such that 
Now,, we shall operate under the assumption that 
&at there exists a DPDA A = (Q, E, I’, 6, qo, Zo, F) such that L = T 
deterministic. We wish to modify A so that we obtain a new D 
accepted by a new machine with only Zf on the pushdown. Our first step is to add a 
new “bottom of stack” marker to our machine. We let 
A ’ = (Q’, 2, I”, S’, q& zb, F’) 
have a new start state which adds a new bottom of stack marker to the pushdown 
and then simuls:es A. 
We now choose any x E C* such that x E min(L). Since L f $9, clearly 
min(L) # 0. We shall now consider two cases. The firrjt case will correspond to the 
strict deterministic languages. Observe carefully, however, that this does not 
directly from the statercent of this case. Our construction will be much simpler in 
this case, than in case: two, where our language is not prefix free. 
Case 1. Choose any x E C” such that x E min(L). For all y E 27, xy 
Claim. L is strict deterministic. 
there exist w E 
a contradiction. 
We shall construct a 
of A’ is reache 
.’ A language L C 2 ’ is degeraerate if & = 0 or L = {A }. 
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xy E L. In this case, our machine A’ cannot go to a dead configuration after 
reaching an accepting configuration. We shall construct a new machine A”, which, 
after accepting any string by T(A”, Z’J, will pretend that it is in fact x that it has 
just acqted. Our first claim shows us how our machine will pretend that it has just 
accepted x. Cur claim concerns the behavior of A ’ under the assumption of Case 2. 
a There exists a 4 E Q’, 6 E (C’)*, z cz lr’ such that for our chosen x 
where for some a’ E 2, S’@j, a’, 2) is defined, 
roof. This follows directly from the hypothesis of Case 2. 0 
We shall omit the formal construction of ,4” from d4 but will describe it. One 
adds to A’ a new final state and a new stack symbol 2’ to be used for acceptance. 
-When an A’ -accept configuration is reaczhed, the stack is erased until the bottom 
marker is reached and then we go into an A”-accepting configuration. The machine 
pretends that x has just been accepted and so adjusts its stack. The computation 
proceeds under the assumption that is is in f-o* Qrr x that has just been accepted. 
Otherwise A” proceeds as A’. 
It is not hard to see that A” is a DPDA and that 
L = T(A) = T(A ‘) = T(A “, I-) = T(A “, Zf). 
This completes the argument hat (b) implies (c). 
To help prove (c) implies (d>; we first show that (c) implies (b). Assume there 
exists a DPDA A = (Q? 2, .l-Y, 6, 90, 2, F) where F = {9f} and there exists 2” E r 
such that L = T(F%, 2”) = T(A, I’). Clearly H E A,. By [al], L 6~ do. Suppose that 
for x E 2’; w, y F Z*, we have w E L, wx E L, and y E L. Then we have 




440, Zo, F) where 
c, there exist x E 
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xzEL.LetL’ ={yEZ*(xyEL}. e shall show that L’ is deterministic, and that 
L = LOL’. 
We now constT:uct a DPDA to accept L’. Eet A’ = (Q, Z, C 6, qr, Z”, {q&, where 
A = (Q, 2, r,.@, qo, Zo, F) as just defined. Clearly A ’ is deterministic. 
Claim. L = LOL’. 
roof. We first show that L G LOU. Suppose that for some BV E X*, that w E L. 
Yhen for some w,,\, w1 E C*, w = wowI, where woE Lo = min(L). 
If WI= A, clearly wi E L’, thus w E LoL’. 
Suppose w1 # -4. Since woE L, wow1 E L, and x E L, we know xws E L by 
characterization (b) of LR(0) languages. Recall that we are assuming (c) and (c) 
implies (b). Thus w1 E L’. 
Conversely, we show that L,L’c L. 
Suppose that -[or some w E Z*, w E LoL’. Then for some wo, w1 E J$*, we have 
W = wow, where w. E Lo a.nd wI E L’. Since w1 E L’, we know xwI E L. Since 
xE L, xw,E L, and woE L, we know w = wowI E L by characterization (b) of 
LR(0) languagF=s. Thus LoL, G L an6 ;:,erefore we see that L = LoL’. 
Now, let LI = min(L’ - {A}). Clearly L1 is strict deterministic, since L’ is 
deterministic 
Claim. L’ = LT. 
Proof. We first show 9;’ C L 7. For some w E Z*, assume w E L’. Suppose w = /1. 
Then clearly w E L 7. Assume w E Z?. Then there exist II 2 1, wj E z’, for 
1< i G n, whet-e w = w1 l . l w, such that in machine A’, 
(4 f, WI ’ ’ ’ W”, zr) r (qf9 w2 l ’ l W”, Zf) 1 (qf, w3 l l l W”, Zf) ; ; l &f,A,z,) 
where these are the only instances in which the machine A ’ goes through state 
Thus for 1 s i 6 n 
Thus Wi E LI- Thus W E L 7, 
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Therefore 
I#‘= Lf. 
Thus, we lh,ave L == Lot: with Lo, L, E 2. This completes our proof that (c) 
Finally, we show that (db implies (a). e assume that 
L = L*LT where Lo, L, E 
We first consider the degenerate cases. Suppose Lo = 8. Then L = 8 and clearly is 
an LR(0) language. Suppose L, = 0 or {A}. Then L = Lo. Since Lo is a strict 
deterministic language, L must be an LR(0) language, ef. [ll]. 
Now, we handle the non-degenerate cases. We assume that 
Lo, L f 0, L#{Al- 
Since Li is a strict deterministic language, there exist strict deterministic, thus LR(0) 
grammars Gi =(V,Xi,Pi,Si) Such that Li = L(Gi), for i =O,l, with IVonN,=@J. 
Let G=(V,&P,S) where V= V,VV,U{S}, Sn{VOUV,}=Q), P= 
PO u P, u {s + SS,, S + s,i, 2’ = & U 2,. Clearly L(G) = L, since G lays down 
one word of Lo followed by a series of strings of any length of words of !I,*. We need 
only show that G is LR(0). Since L, # (A}, and Lt E AZ, we know A E L, by 
WI 
we assume now for the sake tif contradiction that G is not an LR(0) grammar. 
Then by using Lemma 2.5 and a tedious case analysis we arrive at a contradiction. 
ore details can be found in [4]. 8 
Condition (b) of the LR(0) characterization will prove most useful in checking 
whether or not a language is LR(0). The following corollary to characterization (b) 
will be particularly useful. 
* 
and wx E L then wxx E L. 
(0) language. 
shows us that the factorization 
e charac terization t 
* to be degenerate if 
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or the sake of contradic l , we assume there exi 
1, &: such that ‘: = LAL I”, where Lo Z 
i are not degenerate. 
Case 1 (Lo # e assume without loss of generaiity that there exists some 
x E Z* such that x E Li but x E Lo. This is possible since L 
Since x E L6, we have x E Lh(L:)*. Thus, x E L and hence 
x0 E Z*, x1 & Z’, we have x = x0x1 where x0 E Lo and x1 E 
T, therefore x0 E L. Now, we know that x0 E L@l)*. Clearly 
a proper prefix of x, x E LA, and L4 is prefix free. there 
*, x3 E z+, such that x2 E L& x3 E L i*, where x0 = x2x3. e also 
P8.1W x = X0X] = x,(x3x1) E LL. Since x3 # A, Lo is not prefix free. But this is a 
contradiction. 
Case 2 (Lo= L$. have L=LoLT= assume for the sake of 
contradiction that El i and we do not have degenerate. Without loss 
of generality, there exists a y E 2” such that y E E: but y E I+ Since Lo = 8 there 
exists some x E Z* such that x E Lo. Clearly xy E LoLi*, giving us xy E Lo 
herefore xy = x’y’ where x’E Lo and y’E LT. Clearly x must be a prefix of x’ or 
x’ a prefix of x. Sinct Lo is prefix free, we must have x = x’, and thus y = y’. 
Therefore, we see that y E LT. Now, since y ff L1, we know there ex 
y1 E C’ such thdllt y = yoyl, where y3E L. It follows that xyo E L and hence 
xy,, E LoL I*. Thus xyo = x’y; where XX Lo and y;E Li*. Again, since Lo is 
prefix free, we have x = x’ and y. = y& giving us y. E Li*. But, we know yo e L :, 
since if it were we would have y. E L{ and yoyl E L:, where y1 # A, contradicting 
the fact that L { is prefix free. Now, since y. E L i*, there exist y2 E 2 *, y3 E 2’ such 
that y, = ~2~3, where )’ I E LI. NOW we have :V = y0y1 = yZ(y3yl) E LI. 
and y, E L:. But this contradicts the fact that LI is prefix free” 0 
We conclude t section with an example of the use of the L (0) characteriza- 
tion theorem tn ow us immediately that a given language which is not strict 
deterministic is 0). We shall show that the yck language is contained in t 
class of LR(0) languages. e begin by defining a yck !anguage. 
ere exist5 a context 
re Let ,, z 2 * be a Dyck language for some n 3 1. Then 
L&(O) languhge, but not a strict deterministic language. 
r instance, see [13]. 
y E 4). By [8] we 
(b) of the LR(O) 
langualge characterization theorem, I> is an LR(0) language.. Since alai E L3 and 
alaia,ka: E D, D is not strict determri&ic since it is not prefix free. Cl 
milks 6 eterministic languages 
l[n Section 3 we showed the relationship between :he classes of LR(0) and strict 
deterministic languages. In this section, we study A2 (the strict deterministic lass of 
languages), o (the deterministic languages), LR@) (the LR(O) languages), and A I 
C3f [IX]. 
We begin by showing that A,+ C LR(Q)J Al 5 do. We then study the closure 
properties of these classes of languages. Our results shall be of the form “class X is 
(not) preserved umder operation Y.” This signifies that given a language or 
languages in class X, after performing operation Y to these languages, the resulting 
language is or is not a member of class .X. These results will then be used in solving 
certain decidability problems relating to these classes of languages. Finally, we give 
a chart summarizing the closure properties of the given classes of languages. 
e begin by proving, with the aid of two lemmas, that A2 5 LR(O)J Al 5 do. 
a: &c LR(O). Suppose L E AZ. Then L = E{A )* E LR(O) 
acterization theorem. now show proper inclusion. 
a * E LR(0) by (6) Iof the L ) characterization theorem, since 
(0) characterization theorer;,, we know 
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(0) by Lemma 4.1. LR(O)J d, by Lemma 4.2. 
We now consider the closuue properties of the classes of Iang 
and A, under operations with regular sets, boolean operations, e operations, 
arked operations, etc. We begin with a theorem which will help US to check if a 
nguak*e is in Al, but a new definition is required first. 
it io Let L c X* be a deterministic ontext free language. Vie define the 
{elative right congruence relation induced b;, L, RL as follows: 
For x, y E .L, 
(&JV)=?L if and only if for all t E Z*, xz E L if and only if yz E 
This is clearly an equivalence relation. It is quite similar to the induced right 
congruence relations defined on regular sets, cf. [14]. However, this relation is 
defined only amo&g elements in L, whereas the right congruence relation is defined 
on all elements of C *. 
Our first thecarem shows that RL is of finite rank when 1, E 1. This compares 
with the result that the right congruence relation induced on regular sets is finite 
when L is regular. 
Let L c 2 * be a deterministic language. TIzen L is of finite rank if 
and only if L is irt . 
Assume that is a Al language. Assu for t&e sake of contradicti 
L is not of fi!n nk on L. Since & is a guage, there exists a 
M = (Q< z’, I’, 8, fiqo, &; F) such t where for m, n 3 1, r = 
(2 0,. . : ) z,,-,) and F = (sl, . . . ) qm}. 
Thus, there exist rnn final configurations of 
L is not of finite rank on 
ust have,for some i, j SW 
(409 XV ZO) r (qi, 
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cannot occur. Moreover, one can carry out the transformation to the smaller 
accepting configuration in a finite state control. Hence it is possible to convert from 
a DPDA A for L to another DPDA A ‘ which accepts L as T,(A’). The details are 
omitted. This sketch of the proof was suggested by the referee. 0 
We now wish to study the various clos re properties of these classes of languages. 
Since we wish to study the four classes Ai and LR(O) and some fifteen operations, 
we woutd have to deal with some sixty cases. To avoid this tedious detail, we 
summarize the results in Table 1 and shrall present he proof of two t;rl;ical negative 
results. The rest of tht: proofs are omitted but the reader can find full details in [4]. 
Tabk 1. Closure properties of deterministic subfamilies. 
Operations with rqular jets 
Product LR 
Intersection L1 n L, 
Quotient LR-’ 
Boolean operations 
Union LI u L2 











































































language L = {a “b” 1 n > 1). Since L E AZ, we know L E 
Assume for the sake of contradiction that l CE &. Now, for all i 2 1, ai E c. 
eorem 4.5, for some kl, k, such that 0 =Z k, < k2 we have 
us for all z E C *, 
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LR (0) is not closed under complement 
Let L = (abb)(b*)C{a, b)*. e know a,ab E i but abbe Then by the 
corollary to the LR(0) characterization thee-m. E e LR(0). 
There are some natural decision questions which are closely associated with the 
present study. We know that one n decide if a deterministic Lang 
not by 1191. If the given langu is not known to be deter 
responding question is undeci te from 121. IS it recursively decidable whether 
eterministic tan uzlge is strict deterministic? In view of [ 1 I] it is equivalent 
deterministic B nguage is prefix free. First, we consider the general case 
quote the relevant rest& from [3]. 
It is recursively whether or not a c9ntext free langlzage is 
prefix free. 
The problem becomes decidable in the deterministic ase. Also cf. [ZO]. 
Theorem 5. There is an algorithm to decide whether or not a given deterministic 
context free language is prefix free. 
Proof. Our original proof of this result was based on the properties of strict 
deterministic grAmmars. We sketch a much simpler proof, suggested by UIIman, 
based on DPDA’s. Let L c Z* be a deterministic context free language. By 
construction of a DPDA for L - min(L), it is not hard to see that the set 
L - min(L) is a dleterministic language. Moreover, L is prefix free if and only if 
L - min(L) = 0. Since 10 is decidable if a context free language is empty, the result 
follows. q 
From the previous result, we get an important consequence. 
Corollary. It is decidable whether or not a deterministic language is strict 
deterministic. 
. From [I 11 a deterministic I nguage is strict det it is 
prefix free. 0 
deterministic language is 
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PI: DecidaW~y of LR(O). Is it recursively -decidable whether or not a given 
deterministic language is LR(O)? 
. P0 is equivalent ti9 9 1, i.e., there is an algorithm to decide if a 
deterministic lmguage is LR (0) if and only if there is an: algorithm 80 decide if two 
detemtinistic context free languages are equal. 
PO& We first assume that there is an algorithm to decide if a deterministic 
IanguaLge is LR(O). Let L1, L2 s Z* be two deterministic ontext free languages and 
let cl, c2, c3, $ be four new symbols not in Z$. Consider the following set: 
It = c@$)*c3(L2$)* u c2(L2$)*c3&2$)*. 
L is a variant of a set proposed by Ullman. 
Claim 1. JL is deterministic. 
f. Sinlce L1 and L2 are deterministic, Lt$ and L2$ are strict deterministic. 
Therefore (L,$)* and (L2$)* are LR(0) languages by (b) of the LR(0) language 
characterization theorem, thus deterministic. It follows that (LI$)*c3 and (L2$)*~3 
are strict deterministic. Therefore (LI$)*c3(L2$)* and (L2$)*~3(Ll$)* are LR(O) 
languages again by (b) of the LR(0) characterization theorem and thus’determinis- 
tic. Thus~ the marked union of these two languages, namely 
L = cl(L*$)*C3(L2$)* U C2(L2$)*c3(Ll$)* 
is deterkministic from the ciosure results of the previous section. 
Claim 2. ,L1 = L2 implies L is an LR(g) language. 
f, If L1 = La, we have 
1s = Cr(L*$)*C3(Ll$)* u cz(Lt$)*c3(L*$)* 
= :(cl(LI$)* U c2(L1$)*)c3)(Ld9* 
whlath is an ) language from the proof of Claim 1 and (d) of the 
characterizatio;- theorem. 
(0) language then Ll = L2. 
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We have therefore shown t LZ if and only if L is an (0) language. In 
order to decide if LI = L2 we simply construct he DP nd then use our 
algorithm to decide if L is LR(O). Thus, we have an hm to decide if two 
deterministic ontext free languages are equal. 
Conversely, we assume that here is an algor if two determi 
context free languages are e al. Let L E 2 ~terministic ontext 
nguage. We now provide an algorithm for deciding if 
min(L). If L# La, ‘we choose some x E X*, z 2+ such that x 
min{y E Z* 1 xy E L}, as in Case 2 of e proof that (c) 
implies (d) in the LR(0) characterization theorem. Lo and I will be strict 
deterministic. We then let L’ = LnL7. 
Claim 4. L is an LR (0) language if and only if L = L’. 
Proof. If L is an LR(0) language, by our LR(0) characterization theorem, L = L’. 
If L = L’, then L = LoLT, where Lo and L, are strict deterministic. Thus, by our 
characterization theorem, L is LR(0). 
We have assumed that there is an algorithm to decide if two deterministic ontext 
free languages are equal; we need only to test if L = L’ in order to determine if L is 
an LR(0) laZiguage. q 
The preceding theorem can in fact bc strengthened. 
Corollary .&I. There is an algorithm to decide if a A J language with two final 
configurations is LR(0) if and onl;y if there is an algorithm to decide if two 
deterministic context free languages are equal. 
Proof* L = Cl LJ$)*~&@ U CZ(L$)*‘~~(P~J$)* is a Al language with two final 
configurations I c1 
2. There is an algorithm to decide ijF a A J language is LR (0) if and 
only if there is an algorithm to decide if two deterministic context free languages are 
equal. 
. Follow; directly from Corollary 
grammars, as well as a large class of both grammars and languages. 
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Pt remains *for us to show that grammars that- we have defined to be LR(L) can in 
fact be parsed left-to-right with k lookahead, with our parser outputting the 
rightmost derivation of a string in the language, anld outputting “error” for a string 
not in the language defined by the grammar. We shall produce such parsers in a 
sequel [7] by paying careful attention to the halting condition on the parser. ‘We do 
not use the LLR(R) definition on the grounds that it does not naturally correspond 
with a parser with k lookahead, since it does not deal with canonical derivations. 
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